DIRECTIONS TO UA WEST CENTER

2959 W Calle Agua Nueva, Tucson AZ 85745

- Take I-10 to Exit #252: Ruthrauff Rd / W. El Camino Del Cerro
- Turn west on W. El Camino Del Cerro
  Note: If coming from the south, stay in the middle lane under the overpass
- Turn south/left on the west-side frontage road
- Turn west/right on Calle Agua Nueva
- Look for the Pima County Agua Nueva Water Campus
- The WEST Center is the far right building (#2959)

IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE CENTER ON MOBILE MAPS, TRY THE ADDRESS FOR THE BUILDING NEXT TO WEST CENTER: “2955 W. CALLE AGUA NUEVA”

CALL SARAH PRASEK AT (520) 626-3328 IF THERE ARE ANY PROBLEMS